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Find more fish faster.
Sea captains take the migratory
nature of pelagic species in stride.
Experience and intuition have long
guided them in locating schools
to harvest. But with soaring fuel
prices and global competition,
they are challenged not just to
increase productivity but to find
more fish faster. Since 1997, our
SeaStar fish finding maps have
given pelagic fishing operations
the tools they need for more
efficient purse seining, long-lining
and trolling. Our ocean color
imagery is delivered directly
to vessels at sea. It’s easy to
manipulate map layers and find
the closest, most productive
fishing grounds. Trends can be
identified to inform forecasts for
up to three days. So the crew
spends less time searching and
more time catching fish.

www.digitalglobe.com

Put geospatial data to work.
»» Minimize time on the water and
save fuel.
»» Zero in on the richest fishing
grounds.
»» Monitor trends for accurate
forecasting.
»» Easily log data on the vessel’s
daily catch.
»» Maintain accurate records to meet
environmental regulations.

SeaStar: powered by OrbMap
»» See color-coded ocean temperatures
and currents plus plankton
concentrations.
»» Get estimates on salinity and
thermocline depth.
»» Plan based on a comprehensive
weather report and forecast.
»» Leverage a summary of our
oceanographic analyses and
recommendations.
»» Manipulate, filter and sort data
with our MasterCast™ tool.
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Industry use case

Gaining a competitive edge.
More than half of the global tuna harvest comes from the western and
central Pacific Ocean. The competition is fierce among purse seiners
and long-liners in the exclusive economic zones of eight Pacific island
countries concentrated near the equator. To gain a competitive edge,
a super purse seiner leverages SeaStar intelligence to identify the
most promising nearby fishing grounds.
Rather than relying on visual sighting of feeding birds or rippling
surface water, the fishing master scans large-area ocean maps,
color-coded for sea temperatures, fronts and currents. Timely geospatial data integrates weather and sea conditions with oceanographic
analyses to inform and accelerate decisions, minimizing search
time and maximizing crew productivity.

The anchoveta is

most

the world’s
caught species at the
global level, followed
by Alaskan Pollock,

tuna

skipjack
,
Atlantic herring and
chub mackerel.
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Learn more
»» Visit www.digitalglobe.com/marine
to read about our fish finding
solutions.
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